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Admission requirements of the doctoral school of the Faculty of Law of the University of 

Miskolc 

(Annex 1 to the operational regulations of the Ferenc Deak Doctoral School of Law of the University 

of Miskolc) 

 

 

1 Five members holding a PhD are delegated to the admissions board by the heads of faculty 

institutes. In addition, the voting members of the admissions board are the head of the doctoral 

school, the chairperson of the Council of the Doctoral School, the Vice Dean in charge of the 

doctoral school, as well as the elected representative of the PhD students. The chairperson of the 

board is the chairperson of the Council of the Doctoral School. In the case of applicants for SH 

programmes, the composition of the admissions board is defined in Section 7(2). 

2 The general evaluation criteria are included in the Annex to the Regulation of the Doctoral Training 

and the Doctoral Degree Award Procedure of the University of Miskolc as well as the call for 

applications. The faculty admissions board applies the following evaluation criteria: 

a Professional intelligence       maximum 35 points 

A) GPA based on the registration course book  4.8-5  20 points 

        4.5-4.7  15 points 

        4.0-4.4  10 points 

        3.99 and below   5 points 

B) professional intelligence according to the board           maximum 15 points 

b Suitability for research work      maximum 15 points 

A) evaluation of the work plan submitted     10 points 

B) evaluation of the interview        5 points 

c Foreign language competence      maximum 25 points 

(Beyond one intermediate Type C or state accredited complex B2 foreign language certificate 

required for admission) 

 

A) two intermediate Type C or state accredited complex B2 foreign language 

certificates; or one advanced level Type C or equivalent foreign language certificate 

         25 points 
B) one intermediate Type C or state accredited complex B2 foreign language 

certificate; or one Type A or B  (oral or written) advanced level foreign language certificate 

          20 points 

C) an intermediate level Type A or B  (oral or written) foreign language certificate  

         18 points 

D) an elementary level foreign language certificate   12 points 

E) foreign language competence attested by the committee  

or university final examination in a foreign language    10 points 

d Proven initial scientific/professional results    maximum 25 points 

A) Published or forthcoming approved 

 publication(s) (maximum)      10 points 

 (in the case of applicants for individual preparation in structured training or non-structured 

training    maximum  20 points) 

B) Participation in Scientific Students' Associations (TDK) 

- A first, second, third or special prize at a National Scientific Students' Associations 

Conference (OTDK)       20 points 

-  A first, second or third prize at a local TDK conference   15 points 

- presenting at a local TDK or OTDK or an equivalent conference  10 points 

- being an opponent at a local TDK or OTDK conference     5 points 

- being a teaching assistant      10 points 

- other approved scientific activity       5 points 

For those pursuing individual preparation for obtaining a doctoral degree:  

   Board exam 
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   Another degree 

   Post-graduate specialist certificate for lawyers 

   Other approved professional activity  maximum 20 points 

 

As for SH applicants, the admissions board takes into account and evaluates the following aspects: 

- motivational interview      maximum  30 points 

- language competence      maximum  30 points 

- legal professional competence     maximum  30 points 

- intercultural aptitude      maximum  10 points 

 

3 The admissions board decides on the admission points by a majority vote. In the event of a tie, the 

chairperson’s vote are decisive. 


